Abstract. Structured overlay networks is an important and interesting primitive that can be used by diverse peer-to-peer applications. Multiple overlays can result either because of network partitioning or (more likely) because different groups of peers build such overlays separately before coming in contact with each other and wishing to coalesce the overlays together. This paper is a first look into how multiple such overlays (all using the same protocols) can be merged -which is critical for usability and adoption of such an internet-scale distributed system. We elaborate how two networks using the same protocols can be merged, looking specifically into two different overlay design principles: (i) maintaining the ring invariant and (ii) structural replications, either of which are used in various overlay networks to guarantee functional correctness in a highly dynamic (membership changes) environment. Particularly, we show that ring based networks can not operate until the merger operation completes. In contrast, from the perspective of individual peers in structurally replicated overlays there is no disruption of service, and they can continue to discover and access resources that they could originally do before the beginning of the merger process, even though resources from the other network become visible only gradually with the progress of the merger process.
Introduction
In the recent years there has been an increasing trend to use resources at the edge of the network -typically desktop computers interconnected across the internet provide services and run applications in a peer-to-peer manner, as an alternative to the traditional paradigm of using dedicated infrastructure and centralized coordination and control. Many peer-to-peer applications need some basic functionalities, particularly that of locating resources efficiently in a distributed large-scale environment in a decentralized manner. Structured overlay In unstructured overlay networks (like Gnutella), merger of two originally isolated overlays happens trivially. Whichever peers from two originally isolated networks come in contact with each other need to establish mutual neighborhood relationship, and then onwards just need to forward/route messages to each other as they do with all other neighbors. That's all! Likewise, hierarchical (super-peer based) unstructured overlays also merge together trivially. This is because no peer has any specific responsibility and can potentially be responsible for any and all resources in the network.
Recent years have seen an increasing advocacy of structured overlays, because of the efficiency and completeness 1 their guarantees. There has been intensive study of structured overlays, looking primarily in three important aspects of such an infrastructure -(i) the topology of the routing network and the corresponding routing algorithms, (ii) resilience of such network under churn (membership dynamics) and (iii) load-balancing. These are critical issues that needed to be addressed in order to build practical structured overlay networks which can be deployed over the internet. The last five years of overlay related research concentrated on these issues. However, the issue of merger of structured overlays has so far not only not been addressed but has even hardly been recognized, 2 possibly because of the preoccupation of the P2P community with the other above mentioned infrastructure issues, which were necessary even to begin with development of actual software that could be deployed.
In this paper we take a first look at how and whether such merger can be achieved. And at what cost in terms of algorithmic complexity and development, as well as in terms of operational cost (bandwidth) and performance (interruption of service).
We do a case study for two structured overlays -ring based overlay (like Chord) and P-Grid, in order to identify the properties of an overlay network which would facilitate or hinder successful merger of distinct (but using the same protocols) overlay networks. These two networks, apart from being two of the few structured overlays which have really been implemented, benchmarked and deployed, also are representative of two very different design principles. Chord relies on the principle of maintaining what is called the ring invariant in order to guarantee functionality of the overlay network in presence of membership dynamics (churn). Maintaining the ring under churn is relatively straightforward and provides good resilience [8] . P-Grid uses prefix-based routing (PRR [13] topology). Such topology has been shown to have poorer static resilience than a ring based topology [8] . P-Grid alleviates the problem, and still avoids the use of maintaining a ring by using a different way to provide redundancy -which we call structural replication. This has been shown to provide very good dynamic resilience [2] .
In a ring, there is a strict notion of ordering among all the peers, and the keyspace partition these peers are responsible for. This strict ordering is exploited in defining the overlay topology and keeping it connected and to guarantee routing. In contrast, structural replication explicitly allows multiple peers to be responsible for the same key-space partition.
By structural replication we mean that (i) multiple peers can be responsible for the exactly same key space partition, i.e., these peers are mutual replicas; and (ii) each peer has multiple (functionally redundant) routing references which reduce the distance between source and destination by the same magnitude (probabilistically). CAN [14] uses similar key-space partition replication and calls it zone replication.
Background
In recent years the concept of structured overlays have attracted a lot of attention because of its potential to become a generic substrate for internet scale applications -as diverse as locating resources in a wide area network in a decentralized manner, address independent and robust and flexible (group) communicatione.g., application layer multicast and internet indirection infrastructure and content distribution network to name a few.
Structured overlay networks comprise of the three following principal ingredients:
(i) Partitioning of the key-space (say an interval or circle representing the real number between the range [0, 1]) among peers, so that each peer is responsible for a specific key space partition. By being responsible, we mean that a peer responsible for a particular key-space partition should have all the resources which are mapped into keys which are in the respective key-space partition.
(ii) A graph embedding/topology among these partitions (or peers) which ensures full connectivity of the partitions, desirably even under churn (peer membership dynamics), so that any partition can be reached from any partition to any other -reliably and preferably, efficiently.
(iii) A routing algorithm which enables the traversal of messages (query forwarding), in order to complete specific search requests (for keys).
Various applications can use transparently the (dynamic) binding between peers and their corresponding key-space partitions as provided by the overlay for resource discovery and communication purposes in a wide area network.
A structured overlay network thus needs to meet two goals to be functionally correct:
(i) Correctness of routing: Starting from any peer, it should be possible to reach the correct peer(s) which are responsible for a specific resource (key).
(ii) Correctness and completeness of keys-to-peers binding: Any and all peers responsible for a particular key-space partition should have all the corresponding keys (and none other).
Correctness of routing is achieved by maintaining the peers' routing tables correctly and using a proper routing algorithm. Correctness and completeness of binding is achieved by moving the corresponding keys (content) as and when the partition a particular peer is responsible for changes, and synchronizing the content among replica peers.
Most structured overlays use the ring topology, or a hybrid one [16] , relying on a strongly connected ring for functional correctness of routing in the overlay, while the rest of the connections among peers provide optimization, i.e., efficiency. Replication is done in immediate neighbors on the ring and hence is deterministic as long as the ring is maintained correctly. This ensures the correctness (and completeness) of keys-to-peers binding. Hence, in our case study, one candidate we consider is the Chord [17] overlay -which not only pioneered the ring topology in the context of structured overlays, but also is one of the most extensively studied and developed system. Both because of the well developed algorithms of Chord to maintain the ring topology, as well as the relative ease in doing so and better static resilience than other topologies [8] of the ring topology, it is predominantly used in other overlays.
We'll show that when it comes to merger of two networks, the reliance on the ring for functional correctness of the overlay is in fact a liability -hard to achieve -very slow and costly in terms of communication complexity and in terms of the required coordination. Merger of two ring based networks disrupt completely the operations of the overlay, and hence the functioning of other applications and services using it.
The other overlay we consider is the P-Grid [3] network, which apart using prefix based routing [13] uses an (almost) unique feature -structural replication -in order to provide resilience against churn [2] , instead of relying on the ring invariant used by most other overlays. With the use of structural replication, the correctness of routing is never violated even under network mergers. However completeness of keys-to-peers binding is harder to achieve. Thus merger of structurally replicated overlays is graceful because the applications running on top of the original overlays will always have access to all the resources they had access to in their isolated overlays, but discovery (and hence, access) to resources from the originally other overlay will be possible only when the peers (replicas) for the corresponding key-space partition(s) have synchronized.
We'll like to emphasize that this case study is not a quantitative evaluation to come out with a final verdict on any specific overlay -each of Chord and P-Grid networks have many nice, sometimes complimentary features as well as shortcomings -making each better suitable for different application requirements. The essential goal here is to explore the design space to better identify the features of overlay networks that can either facilitate or hinder merger of overlays -and hence get a better insight for (re-)designing such systems.
Chord (Recapitulation)
Chord uses SHA-1 based consistent hashing to generate m-bit identifier for each peer p, which is mapped onto a circular identifier space (key-space). Irrespective of how the peers' identifiers and keys are generated in a ring based topology, what is essential is that the peer identifiers are distinct. Similarly, unique keys are generated corresponding to each resource. Each key on the key-space is mapped to the peer with the least identifier greater or equal to key, and this peer is called key's successor. Thus to say, this peer is responsible for the corresponding resource.
What is relevant for our study is how keys from the key-space are associated with some peer(s) and how the peers are interconnected (in a ring) and communicate among themselves.
Definition 1 A ring network is (1) weakly stable if, for all nodes p, we have predecessor(successor(p)) = p; (2) strongly stable if, in addition, there exists no peer s on the identifier space where p < s < q where successor(p) = q; and (3) loopy if it is weakly but not strongly stable.
Condition (2) that there exists no peer s on the identifier space where p < s < q if p and q know each other as mutual successor and predecessor determines the correctness of the ring structure. Figure 1 (a) shows one such consistent ring structure (peer's position in the ring and its routing table). The order-1 successor known also just as "successor" of each peer is the peer closest (clock-wise) on the key-space.
If at any time such a s joins the system, the successor and predecessor information needs to be corrected at each of p, q and s. Maintaining the ring is basically to maintain the correctness of successors for all peers -this in turn provides the functional correctness of the overlay -i.e., successor peer for any identifier key can be reached from any other peer in the system (by traversing the ring). For redundancy, f s consecutive successors of each peer is typically maintained, so that the ring invariant is violated only when any f s consecutive peers in the identifier space all depart the system before a ring maintenance mechanism -Chord's self-stabilization algorithm -can amend for the changes.
In addition to the successor/predecessor information, each peer maintains routing information to some other distant peersin order to reduce the communication cost and latency. It is the way these long ranges are chosen which differ in many ring topology networks. It has no critical impact on the functional correctness of the overlay. The original Chord proposal advocated the deterministic use of the successor of the identifier (p + 2 k−1 ) modulo 2 m as an order-k successor of peer p or a finger table entry.Many other variants for choosing the long range links exist -e.g., randomized choice from the interval [p + 2 k−1 , p + 2 k ) or exploiting small-world topology [11, 4] to name a few. Ring self-stabilization highlights The ring invariant is typically violated when new peers join the network, or existing ones leave it. If such events occur simultaneously at disjoint parts of the ring, the ring invariant can easily be reestablished using local interactions among the affected peers. Note that these events do not lead to a loopy state of the network.
Apart looking into the simple violations of the ring invariant which are relatively easily solved, the original Chord proposal (technical report version) also provides mechanisms to arrive at a strongly stable network starting from a loopy network (whichsoever reason such a loopy state is reached). We summarize the results of stabilizing a loopy network here.
Any connected ring network with N peers becomes strongly stable within O(N 2 ) rounds of strong stabilization if no new membership changes occur in the system. Starting from an arbitrary connected state with successor lists of length O(logN ) if the failures rate is such that at most N/2 nodes fail in Ω(logN ) steps then, whp, in O(N 3 ) rounds, the network is strongly stable.
Merger of two ring based networks
Consider two Chord networks N 1 and N 2 with N 1 and N 2 peers respectively (e.g., shown superimposed in Figure 1(b) ). When peers from different overlays meet: When peers from the two different overlays meet each other (by whatsoever reason -accidentally or deliberately), in a decentralized setting there is no way for them to ascertain that they belong to two completely different systems. This is so because overlay construction always relies on such peer meetings to start with. As a consequence, if the peer pair that meets have identifiers such that they would replace their respective successor and predecessor, then they will indeed do that.For our example from Figure 1 (b) lets say peer 1 from N 1 meets peer 0 from N 2 . Then peer 1 will treat 0 as its new predecessor, and 0 will treat 1 as its new successor, instead of 12 and 3 respectively. However, if they only change their local information, then the ring network will no more be strongly stable (may in-fact not even be weakly stable). In-fact such a reconfiguration will need and lead to a cascading effect, so that all members of both the original network try to discover the appropriate immediate neighbors (successor/predecessor) -requiring coordination among all the peers.
Estimation of the probability that a peer's predecessor changes: From the perspective of any peer in N 1 , the successor will change, if at least 1 out of the N 2 peers have identifier within the next 1/N 1 stretch of the key-space (for which its present successor is responsible, on an average). Any particular peer from N 2 has an identifier for this stretch with probability 1/N 1 . The number of peers falling in this stretch is thus distributed as Binomial(N 2 , 1/N 1 ), which approaches to a Poisson distribution with expectation N 2 /N 1 as N 2 → ∞. Hence, a peer from N 1 will have its successor unchanged with probability e −λ 1 where λ 1 = N 2 /N 1 . Thus each of the N 1 peers will have their successor node changed with a probability 1 − e −λ1 i.i.d. Peers in N 2 will be affected similarly with a parameter
Estimate of the number of peer pairs which will have their immediate neighbors (either successor and/or predecessor) changed: The number of peers whose successor will change in N i is then distributed binomially Binomial(N i , 1 − e −λi ) for i =1,2. Hence the expected number of nodes which will need to correct their successor nodes (and predecessor nodes) is
). The basic idea of how the ring can be reestablished is that when two peers from different networks meet so that they replace each other's successor and predecessor (immediate neighbor), then this information needs to be communicated to the original immediate neighbors, and the process continues.
There are several combinations of how the neighborhoods of the peers are affected after their interaction, each of which needs to be accounted for the actual network merger algorithm. Moreover, different combinations of faults (single or multiple peers crashing or leaving) can happen during the ring merger, and these too need to be dealt with. The specifics of such algorithms, and evaluation of the actual ring network merger algorithm is currently underway.
We'd like to admit at this juncture that without proper and exhaustive evaluation of the exact algorithms for merging two ring networks, it is difficult to see whether a strongly stable ring can be directly achieved, or whether a sequence of faults during the merger of two rings can even lead to a loopy network, which would then require even more effort to converge to a strongly stable state using Chord's already existing self-stabilizing mechanisms.
Thus the back of the envelope analysis above just provides the expected lower-bound of the ring reestablishment process in terms of correction of successor/predecessors. The latency of such a process started because of two peers from the two networks will be O(N 1 + N 2 ) even in there is no membership changes during the whole merger process -this is the time required to percolate the information that the ring neighborhood has changed and to discover the correct neighbor when peers from both the original networks are considered together.
Ring loses bearing during the merge process Above we provided a sketch of how to only reestablish the ring topology -which only guarantees the functional correctness of the routing process -i.e., the query will be routed to the peer which is supposed to be responsible for the key-space to which the queried key belongs.
Reestablishing the ring will be necessary in order to be able to query and locate even the objects which were accessible in the original network of any individual network. Hence, such a merger operation of ring topology based overlay will typically cause a complete interruption of the overlay's functioning.
an average, if a N i node's successor changes, it will be necessary to transfer on an average α fraction of the data from network N j 's 1 N 1 +N 2 stretch of the keyspace. Thus, on an average, the minimum 4 required transfer of unique data from members of original networks N j to N i will be D j→i tx
. Apart from assigning the data corresponding to a key on the key-space to the peer which is the successor for that key, ring based topologies provide faulttolerance by replicating the same data at f consecutive peers on the ring. 5 Given the strict choice of f as neighborhood changes, the transferred data will in-fact have to be replicated at the precise f consecutive peers of the merged network, determining the actual minimal bandwidth consumption. Similarly, some of the original f replicas will need to discard the originally replicated content.
4 Network merger case-study: P-Grid
The P-Grid routing network
P-Grid divides the key-space in mutually exclusive partitions so that the partitions may be represented as a prefix-free set Π ⊆ {0, 1}
* . Stored data items are identified by keys in K ⊆ {0, 1} * . We assume that all keys have length that is at least the maximal length of the elements in Π, i.e., Each key belongs uniquely to one partition because of the fact that the partitions are mutually exclusive, that is, different elements in Π are not in a prefix relationship, and thus define a radix-exchange trie.
where π ⊆ π denotes the prefix relationship. These partitions also exhaust the key-space, so to say, the key-space is completely covered by these partitions so that each key belongs to one and only one (because of exclusivity) partition.
In P-Grid each peer p ∈ P is associated with a leaf of the binary tree, and each leaf has at-least one peer associated to itself. Each leaf corresponds to a binary string π ∈ Π, also called the key-space partition. Thus each peer p is associated with a path π(p). For search, the peer stores for each prefix π(p, l) of π(p) of length l a set of references ρ(p, l) to peers q with property π(p, l) = π(q, l), where π is the binary string π with the last bit inverted. This means that at each level of the tree the peer has references to some other peers that do not pertain to the peer's subtree at that level which enables the implementation of prefix routing for efficient search. The whole routing table at peer p is then represented as ρ(p) Moreover, the actual instance of the P-Grid is determined by the randomized choices made at each peer for each level out of a much larger combination of choices. The cost for storing the references and the associated maintenance cost scale as they are bounded by the depth of the underlying binary tree. This also bounds the search time and communication cost. Figure 2(a) shows instances of P-Grid network (peer's path and routing table). e.g., in N 1 , peers A and F are mutual replicas and are responsible for the key-space with prefix 00. Peer A's routing table comprise of peers C and D from the partition with prefix 1 and peer B from the partition with prefix 01.
Each peer stores a set of data items δ(p). For d ∈ δ(p) the binary key κ(d) is calculated using an order-preserving hash function. κ(d) has π(p) as prefix but it is not excluded that temporarily also other data items are stored at a peer, that is, the set δ(p, π(p)) of data items whose key matches π(p) can be a proper subset of δ(p). Moreover, for fault-tolerance, query load-balancing and hot-spot handling, multiple peers are associated with the same key-space partition (structural replication). (κ) represents the set of peers replicating the object corresponding to key κ. Peers additionally also maintain references to peers with the same path, i.e., their replicas (π(p)), and use epidemic algorithms to maintain replica consistency. Routing in P-Grid is greedy.
Merger of two structurally replicated networks When peers from different overlays meet:
A resulting merged overlay network when peers from networks N 1 and N 2 meet is shown in Figure 2(b) .
If peers from the two different networks meet, so that their paths are exactly the same (for example peers A and U from networks N 1 and N 2 respectively in Figure 2(a) ), then they will execute an anti-entropy algorithm to reconcile their content and become mutual structural replicas. In fact, such an anti-entropy algorithm will have to be run among all the other structural replicas of that part of the key-space too, and eventually of the other parts as well. However, since the original members of each network still retain the original routing links, routing functionality is not affected -and whichever keys were originally accessible will continue to be accessible. So to say, peer C will always be able to access all the keys/content available at A before the merger process. The keys from the same key-space which were present in the other network would however be available only after the background replication synchronization has completed. That is to say, a resource available originally only in N 2 at U and Z (but with the same prefix 00 as A) will be visible to C only when A has synchronized its content with any one of U or Z.
Use of structural replication has an additional downside -by not limiting the number of replicas nor having a proper structure among the replicas, it is difficult to have knowledge of the full replica subnetwork at each peer, and hence updates and replica synchronization is typically probabilistic. In contrast, once the ring is reestablished, replica positions are deterministic and hence locating replica Peers with same path become mutual replicas and use anti-entropy to synchronize content, and gossip random routing entries for redundancy and randomization Peers with less specialized paths become replica of some peer with longer path (using the joining algorithm) and synchronize content and borrow routing table information
(b) Ideal P-Grid network comprising peers from both networks Fig. 2 . When (peers from) two structurally replicated overlays meet is trivial in ring based topologies. Having discovered a replica, the anti-entropy algorithm itself (is an orthogonal issue) and hence the cost of synchronization of a pair of peers will be the same.
When two peers from N 1 and N 2 meet so that one's path is strictly a prefix of the other peer' path, then the peer with shorter path can execute a normal network joining algorithm [3] -extending its path to replicate either the peer it met, or a peer this peer refers it to. For example, Y may extend its path from 1 to 11. In order to do so, Y will need to synchronize its content with one of the peers which originally had the path 11, say G. Moreover Y will need to obtain routing reference to a peer responsible for the path 10 (e.g., peer C) -information it can obtain from G itself.
Since new peers join as structural replica or existing peers, no other existing peer need necessarily to update their routing table for routing functionality (unlike in a ring based topology). Thus, peer Q referring to Y for prefix 1 continues to refer to it as such, and any query 10 from Q is routed first to Y , which then forwards it to -say C. Peers may however, over time add more routing entries, for instance, Q adding a reference to D for redundancy in its routing table for the prefix 1. Such changes however is a normal process in the P-Grid network and can be carried on in the background, again without interrupting the functioning of the overlay (and in fact instead making it more resilient to faults and churn).
Consequently, neither joining peers, nor merger of two existing overlay network disrupt the available functionality of the network members. If peers with different paths meet each other, they need to do nothing, though they can refer each other to peers which are most likely to have the same path (similar to ring based topologies which can forward the peers closer to their respective key-spaces).
Managing keys in the merged network The amount of data that needs to be transferred from each system to the other is essentially the non-intersecting data. However, there is no need to transfer data from one peer to another merely because the key-space partition a peer is responsible for changes -because with structural replication, new peer joins or network mergers do not in itself automatically change the network's structure. The important thing to reemphasize is that a peer always finds the keys it could find before the merger process began, irrespective of the state of the merger process. Hence the replica synchronization can be done as a slow background process -hence the performance and network usage is also graceful -that is, merger of two overlays does not suddenly overburden the physical network's resources nor disrupt the functioning of the overlay networks. Such a graceful merger of existing networks also facilitates highly parallelized overlay construction [3] in contrast to the traditional sequential overlay construction approaches.
Related work
There is very little specifically looking into network partitioning issues of overlays. The only system which explicitly discusses the network partitioning issue is SkipNet [9] . SkipNet is based on ring topology and imposes a restriction on the peers' identifiers in that nodes from same administrative domain get contiguous exclusive stretch of the overlay. Thus if the domain gets partitioned, all the nodes are contiguous on the identifier space and thus reconstructing the two rings is relatively easy. However such restrictions have serious implications on the general purposes in which the SkipNet can be used. Particularly their approach does not in any way solve the problems faced by most other overlays. Following their principles, if private overlays are first formed, either these overlays will use a minuscule portion of the key-space -which is unrealistic -particularly if its not known if and when new overlays need to be merged, otherwise, each of these private overlays will again overlap on the key-space (not be contiguous), and thus we'd again have the ring reestablishment problem as studied in this paper. Moreover, in order to find a resource, the query needs to know not only the resource name, but also the domain it can be found -which may be fine for specific applications but is very restrictive in general.
Canon [7] proposes organization of isolated overlays in a hierarchical fashion, and requires merger of the rings. However, they have not investigated the complexity of ring mergers. 8 Moreover, placement of keys in Canon is again either domain specific, so that peers from different domains may/may not find the keys. Such ambiguity (no guarantees on recall!) severely limits applications for which Canon may be used.
Network dynamics
Merger of two overlays, seen from the perspective of individual peers (which is how these decentralized systems operate) can look very similar to simple membership dynamics, churn! However, churn is a gradual process, and the system needs to continuously perform repair operations to rectify local view of peers in order to deal with the continuous membership changes. When two isolated networks need to merge, the magnitude of the population change with respect to their original population size is very high. In fact, if we consider merger of two same-sized overlays, it'd essentially mean a vanishing half-life [10] , without giving any time to the usual overlay maintenance operations to deal with the changes in the network. This also means that mechanisms other than what are employed to deal with normal churn needs to be developed. Even so, we try to reuse tools and ideas already honed in dealing with churn.
At this juncture, it is also worthwhile to point out that since merger of two networks is indistinguishable from normal churn from the perspective of individual peers, it is not obvious when to use the network merger algorithms.
Portability
Over the last few years, there has been tens (possibly even running close to a hundred) different topologies defined for structured overlays, of which some have seen sustained development and deployment -including Chord [17] , Kademlia [12] , Pastry/Bamboo [16, 15] and P-Grid [3] . Nonetheless, these are diverse systems using different protocols. To that end, there has been effort to identify common APIs [1, 6, 15] that can make development of applications modular and independent of the underlying overlay infrastructure.
Intercommunication of peers based on different implementations and protocols has been relatively better explored -possibly because of the proliferation of numerous overlay topology proposals as well as different implementation/protocols of theoretically equivalent networks -leading to these rather numerous tentative proposals for universal APIs.
The problem of merger of two distinct overlays (but using the same protocols) is somewhat different from how peers across different overlay networks using different protocols can communicate among themselves, or how applications can be developed and run transparently on any overlay substrate.
Summary and conclusion
This paper is a first step in looking at the problem of merging two separate overlay networks. Depending of the peculiarities of a specific overlay -whether it relies on the strong stability of the ring, or whether it uses structural replication, we identified the mechanisms which are necessary to execute the merger process, indicated the minimal effort it will require in order to merge two networks as well as discussed the specific challenges that need to be met for practical implementation of such an approach.
For managing data in any merged networks efficiently, it is necessary to use an efficient anti-entropy algorithm, so that ideally non-intersecting data items are identified efficiently and only those are exchanged among peers.
We also observed that the ring based networks can not function at all until the whole merge process is complete. This may have serious consequences of usability of ring based topologies, particularly if merger of two such overlay networks becomes necessary.
In contrast, use of structural replication instead of the ring as a fault-tolerance mechanism makes overlay mergers graceful. However, location of all structural replicas may be tricky, and hence replica management in such a system is relatively more complex than in ring based systems which has deterministic choice of the location and size of the replica subnetwork.
The actual algorithmic details of merger of ring based overlays is still under study and refinement, particularly looking into the potentially catastrophic combination of faults that may occur during the long latency incurred in merging two rings. Quantitative and comparative evaluation of network merger for ring based networks and structurally replicated networks, along with precise finalized algorithms to merge ring based networks thus is part of our ongoing and future work.
